Source coding of wideband audio signals for storage and/or transmission application over band limited channels is currently a research topic receiving considerable attention. Its applications are in the fields of audio production, program distribution and exchange, digital audio broadcasting, digital storage, video conference and multimedia applications. The industrial standard for wideband audio signal with sampling rate at 44.1 KHz which covers the entire audible frequency range of the human hearing system, each sample is quantized into 16 bits, without compression, the bit rate will be 705.6 Kb/sec for one channel. The goal of audio data compression is to get the bit rate as low as possible without perceptible distortion.
Most proposed audio coders are transform coders or subband coders. They mainly include three parts: subband decomposition or transform, dynamic bit allocation and the coding algorithm. First the original audio data is transformed into subband signals; the target bit rate is dynamically allocated among the subbands through a psychoacoustic model; and then each subband signal is encoded to a bit stream [1] .
Several of these techniques have contributed to the development of the ISO/MPEG audio coding standards. The first one, called ISO/MPEG-1, supports sampling rates of 32, 44.1 and 48 kHz, and several operation modes with bit rates ranging from 32 to 448 kbps. The last one, the ISO/MPEG-4 standard, is composed several speech and audio coders, supporting bit rates from 2 to 64 kbps per channel. ISO/MPEG-4 includes the AAC, already proposed in ISO/MPEG-2 audio coding standard, which provides high quality audio coding at bit rates of 64 kbps per channel. The techniques presented by ISO/MPEG standards are aimed at constant rate transmission, although MPEG has made some attempts at standardizing scalable compression techniques [2] [3][4] [5] .
In addition to very low bit rate compression, modern audio coding systems have additional features that make the systems more flexible for different applications [6] . One important feature is scalability. Scalability means that the bit-stream is organized in the form of layers, where a lower quality part of the signal can be decoded without any information about the higher quality part. Scalability is useful when the transmission channel cannot guarantee the full bandwidth to accommodate the complete bitstream. The first idea on scalable audio coding was proposed by Brandenburg and Grill [7] . They also proposed several schemes to build scalable audio coding systems based on the MPEG-2 NBC standard [8] .
Parallel to the definition of the ISO/MPEG standards, several audio coding algorithms have been proposed that use the wavelet transform as the tool to decompose the signal due to the advantage of high timefrequency resolution it provides [9] . As mentioned in [10] , wavelets are particularly suitable for scalable coding because their multi-resolution property can be directly employed for bandwidth scalability.
Many wavelet based algorithms proposed in literature [9] [11] .The basic idea behind discrete DWT-based subband coders is to quantize and encode efficiently the coefficient sequences associated with each stage of the wavelet decomposition level. Irrelevancy is exploited by transforming frequency-domain masking thresholds to the wavelet domain and shaping wavelet-domain quantization noise such that it does not exceed the masking threshold. Wavelet-based subband algorithms also exploit statistical signal redundancies through differential, run-length, and entropy coding schemes.
The Wavelet Transform (WT) is a technique for analyzing signals. It was developed as an alternative to the short time Fourier Transform (STFT) to overcome problems related to its frequency and time resolution properties. More specifically, unlike the STFT that provides uniform time resolution for all frequencies the DWT provides high time resolution and low frequency resolution for high frequencies and high frequency resolution and low time resolution for low frequencies.
The DWT analysis can be performed using a fast, pyramidal algorithm related to multirate filter banks. As a multirate filterbank the DWT can be viewed as a constant Q filterbank with octave spacing between the centers of the filters as shown in figure (1) . Each subband contains half the samples of the neighboring higher frequency subband. In the pyramidal algorithm the signal is analyzed at different frequency bands with different resolution by decomposing the signal into a coarse approximation and detail information. The coarse approximation is then further decomposed using the same wavelet decomposition step. This is achieved by successive highpass and lowpass filtering of the time domain signal and is defined by the following equations:
( are the outputs of the lowpass filters (h), and highpass filter (g) respectively after subsampling by 2. Because of the downsampling the number of resulting wavelet coefficients is exactly the same as the number of input samples [12] . Wavelet packet (WP) or DWPT representations, on the other hand, decompose both the detail and approximation coefficients at each stage of the tree [11] .
A filter bank interpretation of wavelet transforms is attractive in the context of audio coding algorithms. Wavelet or wavelet packet decompositions can be tree structured as necessary (unbalanced trees are possible) to decompose input audio into a set of frequency subbands tailored to some application. It is possible, for example, to approximate the critical band auditory filter bank utilizing a wavelet packet approach.
Moreover, many coefficient finite support wavelets are associated with a single magnitude frequency response QMF pair; therefore, specific subband decomposition can be realized while retaining the freedom to choose a wavelet basis that is in some sense "optimal". Subband decomposition of audio signal associated with four level discrete wavelet transform.
Lu and Pearlman investigated a rate-scalable DWPT-based coder that applies set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) to generate an embedded bit stream. The coder achieves nearly transparent quality at 55-66 kb/s. The system is also capable of delivering lower rate service from the same bitstream [1] .
As an indication of how SPIHT reduces the bit rate of audio signals, Table (1) lists initial results for the eight test signals (Sound Quality Assessment Material (SQAM)) obtained from [13] . The signal content of the files tested is also given in Table (1) . Since this set of results is for complete reconstruction combined with bit allocation using the MPEG masking model, the sound quality of the synthesized files were the same as the original. The objective results given are the Segmental Signal to Noise Ratios (SNR) of the synthesized signals.
In this paper a low-complexity scalable audio coder system based on combining wavelet with DCT transform. The goal of this work is to design and implement a scalable coder that provide transparent quality at minimum bitrate as possible with capability reconstructing the signal with multiple level of quality.
The basic idea of the algorithm is to apply wavelet and DCT for maximum decorrelation, then split the coefficients into layers. For full reconstruction all layers must be decoded. For partial reconstructed signal the decoder neglect the layer of very low values. Figure (2) shows the block diagram of the algorithm.
The detail of algorithm explained in the following steps: The input signal decomposed by four stages DWT using Daubechies filter tap-20 proposed in [1] . The output coefficients arranged in frames of 1024 samples.
In order to verify psychoacoustic requirements a scaling vector derived from absolute threshold of hearing curve [11] to scale the coefficients of the frame according to their importance to human ear.
In this work, the signal in wavelet domain classified as stationary, transient, or noise signal. Stationary signal better represented in frequency domain, because a transform like DCT [15] can compact the energy into few coefficients, while the coefficients of transient segment encoded directly, and the noise signal removed by choosing appropriate threshold.
The DCT transform applied to the coefficients of each band in the frame. In order to choose better representation of each segment in the frame, a comparator used to choose best representation based on number of significant coefficients in each representation with respect to some threshold. Five bit transmitted as side information to indicate the type of representation for each band.
The encoder split the coefficients in to four layers as shown in figure (3) . The higher layer is open to span entire range of coefficients for different frames, while the lower layer is chosen to be small enough such that when it removed or neglected by decoder keep the perceptual distortion minimum and in the same time decrease the bit rate significantly, thus a compromise must present. Each layer allocated number of bits that produce inaudible distortion.
The first step of encoding process is to determine the maximum absolute value in the frame to determine the initial layer, then initial threshold (T 0 ) taken equal to the minimum value of the layer. Each coefficient classified as significant or not, with respect to the threshold value. If the magnitude of the coefficient larger than or equal to the threshold it classified as significant.
block diagram of proposed algorithm
The scan process begins by classifying each coefficient as positive, negative, or zero (P, N, and Z). The encoder output positive or negative symbol for each significant coefficient and other stream contain the index of the quantizer according to the following relation:
Where C n is the n th coefficient in the frame, and Q k is step size quantizer of the layer. After encoding each significant coefficient, it removed from the list, and the scan continued until last significant coefficient encoded. A special symbol used to indicate end of the layer (E). The scan process continued with lower layer until all coefficients in the frame encoded.
encoder output two streams, first contain the location of significant coefficients, while second stream contain the index values. First stream arranged as group of four symbols and entropy coded using Huffman Measuring the sound quality of perceptual audio codec has developed into an art of its own, over the last ten years. Basically, there are three methods: Listening tests, simple objective measurement methods and perceptual measurement techniques.
As a measure of quality, the most popular subjective assessment method is the mean opinion scoring where subjects classify the quality of coders on an NAn example of splitting the coefficients in layers. point quality scale. The final test is an averaged judgment called the mean opinion score (MOS). Two five point adjectival grading scales are in use, one for signal quality, and other one for signal impairment, and an associate numbering. The 5-point ITU-R impairment scale of table (2) is extremely useful if coder with small impairments have to be graded [16] .
Over and over again, people tried to get a measure of encoder quality by looking at parameters such as the signal-to-noise-ratio or bandwidth of the decoded signal. As the basic paradigm of perceptual audio coders relies on improving the subjective quality -by shaping the quantization noise over frequency (and time), leading to an SNR which is lower than is possible without noise shaping -these measurements defy the whole purpose of perceptual coding. As explained below, to rely on the bandwidth of the encoded signal does not show a very good understanding of the subject. Another approach is to look at the codec output for certain test signal inputs, such as transients or multi-tone signals. While the results of such a test may tell the expert a lot about the codec under test, it is very dangerous to rely solely on such results [17] .
The algorithm tested on SQAM files available on [13] . All parameters of the coder kept constant for all test signals. Also, The algorithm provide superior quality for partial reconstructed signals. To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, we compare these result with those obtained in [14] as shown in table (4) . The proposed algorithm outperform by 10 -27 db (except X4) with less bit rate.
In order to evaluate the performance of our algorithm in worst case, Table ( From the result of table (5), we show that the algorithm provides near transparent quality in worst case, and optimal quality achieved in the case of full reconstruction. The good performance of this algorithm at low bit rate can be explained as follows: The dynamic range of wavelet coefficients reflects signal statistics, i.e. Loud signal produce large value of wavelet coefficients and the distortion produced by removing small value coefficients can be masked. In the case of low level signal the distortion is too small to be heard.
In this paper a new method for audio coding presented. The algorithm exploits the properties of wavelet and DCT to get optimum or near optimum signal representation. The transformed coefficients divided into layers for multirate Delivering purpose. The results show that near transparent audio quality resulted in the range 48-64 Kbps. The performance of the algorithm compared with two other schemes based on SPIHT. Its obvious from the results that the proposed algorithm outperform better than these algorithms for many reasons:
1. Discrete wavelet transform are used in the proposed algorithm while packet transform wavelet packet are used in other coders to decompose the signal into 29 subbands 2. The DCT representation in the proposed algorithm are not used with all frames (especially with those frame contain transient signals), thus not all subbands uses IDCT transform in decoding process, which increase the speed of signal reconstruction.
